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Department of Motor Vehicles 

Loudoun County Public Schools 

School Bus Inspection 

Study Guide Hand Out 

During the actual tests, you will be expected to point or touch each of the parts of your vehicle.  Name the part 
and explain the damage or problems you might find. 

Front of Vehicle 

Lights                                

     

Checks that all lights (e.g., headlights, [high and low beams], 
turn signals, clearance, identification, flashers) on front of vehi-
cle are clean, are not missing or broken and are the proper color.  
Checks that reflectors are clean, none are missing or broken, and     
they are of proper color (red on rear, amber elsewhere.                            

Windshield/Mirrors Checks windshield to make sure it is clear and has no obstruc-
tions or damage to the glass.  Checks mirrors for proper adjust-
ment. 

Wipers Checks that wiper arms and blades are secure, not damaged, and 
operate smoothly.  If equipped, checks for windshield washers 
operate correctly. 

Steering Linkage Checks that connecting links, arms, and rods from the steering 
box to the wheel are not worn or cracked.  Checks that joints and 
socket are not worn or loose.  Checks for loose or missing nuts, 
bolts, or cotter pins. 

Oil Level Checks oil level while engine is off.  Indicates where dipstick is 
located.  Checks that oil level is above the refill mark, in a safe 
operating range. 

Steering Box/Hoses Checks that the steering box is securely mounted and not leak-
ing.  Looks for any missing nuts and bolts.  Checks for power 
steering fluid leaks or damage to power steering hoses 

Engine Compartment 
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Coolant Level Looks at sight glass on radiator or coolant reservoir; adequate 
level will show in sight glass.  If no sight glass is available, the 
driver should describe what s/he would look for after removing 
radiator cap. 

Power Steering Fluid and 
Pump 

Locates & tells if pump is gear or belt driven, checks &         
identifies that it is at the proper level & no leaking 

Water Pump Correctly identifies water pump.  Confirms that water pump is 
mounted properly and not loose.  Identifies belt that drives water 
pump.  With engine off, points to, touches, or presses belt to test 
that it is snug.  Notes that the belt is not frayed and there are no 
visible cracks, loose fibers, or signs of wear.  Pushes belt with 
hand, and no more than 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch play, driver observes 
that slippage is probably excessive. 

Alternator Check for missing/loose bolts, cracks, proper belt tension, cracked 
or frayed belts, and cracked, burnt or loose wires.  Checks to see 
if it is belt or gear driven. 

Air Compressor and      
Governor 

Mentions that the compressor is securely mounted and not leak-
ing.  Identifies that is belt or gear driven.  Looks for proper belt 
tension if belt driven. 

Leaks Looks for puddles or dripping fluids on the ground under the    
engine or the underside of the engine and transmission.  Inspects 
engine hoses for condition and leaks. 

Air Filter & Indicator No missing nuts or bolts, indicator in the green.   

Fuel Filter No missing nuts or bolts, not leaking 
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Springs/Air Bags/Shocks Looks for missing, shifted, cracked, or broken leaf springs.  
Looks for broken or distorted coil springs.  Checks air-ride    
suspension for damage and leaks.  Confirms that shock           
absorbers are secure and not leaking.  

Spring/Air Mounts and 
Torque Arm/U-Bolts 

Checks that spring attachments (brackets, bolts, bushings) are in 
place.  Checks for cracked or broken spring hangers.  Checks for 
missing or damaged bushings.  Checks air bag mounts (bolts) 
are in place and not damaged.  Check for broken, missing, or 
loose bolts (including U-bolts). 

Hydraulic Brakes (if 
equipped) 

Check the site glass or line on container for proper brake fluid 
level.  Check the Master Cylinder for cracks, leaks, check the 
brake lines for cracks, frays and brake fluid leaks. 

Slack Adjustor Checks that slack adjuster is securely mounted.  Checks slack 
adjuster and pushrod for bent, broken, loose, or missing parts.  If 
brakes were released and when pulled by hand, push rod should 
not move more than approximately one inch. 

Brake Chamber Sees that brake chambers are not leaking, cracked or dented, and 
are mounted securely.  Makes sure there are no loose or missing 
clamps. 

Brake Hoses/Lines Checks that hoses or lines can supply air or hydraulic fluid to 
brakes.  Checks for cracked, worn or frayed hoses, and that all 
couplings and fittings are secure and not leaking. 

Brake Drums/Linings/
Rotors/Disk Pads 

Checks brake drums or rotors for cracks, dents, or holes.  Also 
checks for loose or missing bolts.  Checks that brake linings or 
disk pads (where visible) are not worn dangerously thin.  Checks 
brake drums and linings for contaminants such as grease, oil, 

Front Brakes 

Front Suspension 
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Hub Oil Seal Sees that hub oil (grease) seal is not leaking, and if a sight glass 
is present, that the oil level is adequate 

Lug Nuts Checks that all lug nuts are present.  Checks that lugs are not 
loose (rust trails around nuts).  Checks that there are no cracks 
radiating from lug bolt holes or distortion of the bolt holes. 

Rims Checks for damaged or bent rims.  Rims should not have weld-
ing repairs.  Checks for rust trails that may indicate rim is loose 
on wheel. 

Tire Tread depth:  Checks for minimum tread depth (4/32 on steering 
axle tires.  Tire condition:  Checks that tread is evenly worn and 
looks for cuts or other damage to tread or sidewalls.  Also, 
makes sure that valve caps and stem are not missing, broken, or 
damaged.  Tire inflation:  Checks for proper inflation by using a 
tire gauge. 

Hydraulic Brakes (if 
equipped) 

Check the rotor for cracks, non-factory welds and signs of fluid 
leaks.  Check the lines for cuts, holes, loose connections and flu-
id leaks.  Check the calipers for cracks, missing/loose bolts and 
fluid leaks. 

Lights (on Sides and Rear) Checks that reflectors are clean, none are missing or broken, and 
they are of proper color.  Checks that reflector tape is present 
and affixed securely to the vehicle.  

Windows Not cracked or broken 

Sheet Metal Check for no damage. 

Fuel cap/Tank Checks that fuel tank is secure.  Checks that fuel cap is tight.  
Checks for leaks from fuel tank and fuel cap. 

Front Wheel 

Road Side of Vehicle 
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Door Check the door for cracked or bent hinges and that it functions 
properly.  Class is not cracked and seal is soft and flexible. 

Passenger Entry Checks that the entry door is not damaged, operates smoothly, 
and closes securely.  Checks that hand rails are secure and the 
step light is working, if equipped.  Checks that entry steps are 
clear with the treads not loose or worn excessively. 

Seating Checks that there are no broken seat frames and that the seats 
are firmly attached to floor.  Confirms that the cushions are se-
curely attached to the seat frames.   

Air Tanks No missing bolts and no leaks 

Frame Check the vehicle frame for cracks, bends, non-factory welds 
and rust. 

Drive Shaft Sees that drive shaft is not bent, twisted, or cracked.  Checks 
that u-joints appear to be secure and free of foreign objects. 

Differential No missing bolts and not leaking 

Exhaust System Checks exhaust system is connected tightly, mounted securely, 
and there are no loose clamps.  Checks exhaust system for dam-
age and signs of leaking (rust or carbon soot).  Exhaust system 
should have no cracks, holes, or severe dents. 

Slack Adjustor Checks that slack adjuster is securely mounted.  Checks slack 
adjuster and pushrod for bent, broken, loose, or missing parts.  If 
brakes were released and when pulled by hand, push rod should 
not move more than approximately one inch. 

Chamber (s) Sees that brake chambers are not leaking, cracked or dented, and 
are mounted securely.  Makes sure there are no loose or missing 
clamps. 

Under Vehicle 

Rear of Vehicle 

Rear Brakes 
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Chamber (s) Sees that brake chambers are not leaking, cracked or dented, and 
are mounted securely.  Makes sure there are no loose or missing 
clamps. 

Air Hoses Checks that hoses or lines can supply air or hydraulic fluid to 
brakes.  Checks for cracked, worn or frayed hoses, and that all 
couplings and fittings are secure and not leaking. 

Brake Drum Checks brake drums or rotors for cracks, dents, or holes.  Also 
checks for loose or missing bolts.  Checks that brake linings or 
disk pads (where visible) are not worn dangerously thin.  Checks 
brake drums and linings for contaminants such as grease, oil, 
etc. 

Rear Suspension/Air bags/
Shock Absorber 

Looks for missing, shifted, cracked, or broken leaf springs.  
Looks for broken or distorted coil springs.  Checks air-ride sus-
pension for damage and leaks.  Confirms that shock absorbers 
are secure and not leaking. 

Spring Mounts Checks that spring attachments (bracket, bolts, bushings) are in 
place.  Checks for cracked or broken spring hangers.  Checks for 
missing or damaged bushings.  Checks air bag mounts (bolts) 
are in place and not damaged. 

Rear Axle Seal Sees that axle (grease) seals are not leaking, and if a sight glass 
is present, that the oil level is adequate. 

Lug Nuts Checks that all lug nuts are present.  Checks that lugs are not 
loos (rust trails around nuts).  Checks that there are no cracks 
radiating from lug bolt holes or distortion of the bolt holes. 

Rims Checks for damaged or bent rims.  Rims should not have      
welding repairs.  Checks for rust trails that may indicate rim is 
loose on wheel. 

Rear Wheel 
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Tires Tread depth:  Checks for minimum tread depth (2/32 on rear 
tires).  Tire condition:  Checks that tread is evenly worn and 
looks for cuts or other damage to tread or sidewalls.  Also, 
makes sure that valve caps and stem are not missing, broken, or 
damaged.  Tire inflation:  Checks for proper inflation by using a 
tire gauge.  Mud flaps are in good condition. 

Spacers If equipped, checks that spacers are not bent, damaged, or rusted 
through.  Checks disc (Budd) wheels for even spacing, damage, 
and foreign objects. 

Rear Lights Checks that clearance lights are clean, not broken, and are of 
proper color.  Checks that rear running lights are clean, not bro-
ken, and are of proper color. (Rear running lights [tail] must be 
checked separately from signal, 4-way flashers, and brake 
lights.)  Checks that brake lights come “on” when brakes are   
applied and turn “off” when brakes are released. 

Lettering/Reflective Tape Legible and not peeling 

Emergency Exits Demonstrates that at least one emergency exit operates smoothly, 
closes securely, and is not damaged.  Must confirm that the exit 
works properly.  Release handle can be operated properly both 
from inside and outside the vehicle.  Points out and describes 
how all other emergency exits operate.  Checks any one emer-
gency exit-warning device. 

Safety/Emergency       
Equipment 

Checks for three red reflective triangles, 6 fuse’s or 3 liquid 
burning flares.  Checks for a properly charged and properly se-
cured fire extinguisher.  Checks for spare electrical fuses (if 
used) or identifies circuit breakers.  Checks for emergency kit/
body fluid cleanup kit when vehicle is a school bus. 

Rear Lights 

Inside the Bus 
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Start Engine When starting the engine, the driver checks the dashboard to   
ensure the ABS lighting indicator illuminates and then promptly 
turns off.  If the ABS lighting indicator remains illuminated the 
ABS is NOT functioning properly and needs to be serviced.   

Gearshift Check gearshift for ranges. 

Air Pressure Gauge Checks for cracks and cleanliness.  Air pressure should build to 
a  minimum of 100 PSI in both the primary and secondary     
system. 

Oil Pressure Gauge With the key in the “on” position and the engine running, checks 
that oil pressure is building to “normal”.  The gauge shows      
increasing or “normal” oil pressure or warning light goes off. 

Ammeter/Voltmeter With engine running and key in the “on” position, checks that 
gauge (s) show alternator or generator is charging or warning 
light is “off”.  Needle will jump and flutter, then indicate charge. 

Steering Play Check steering wheel play of no more than ten degrees 
(approximately two inches of movement at the rim of a 20-inch 
steering wheel). 

Mirrors/Windshield Checks for proper adjustment.  Checks that all internal and     
external mirrors and mirror brackets are not damaged and are 
mounted securely with no loose fittings.  Checks that visibility 
is not impaired due to dirty mirrors. 

Wipers Check wipers for functionality. 

Lighting Indicators Checks that (dash) indicators for turn signals, flashers, and  
headlight high beams illuminate when corresponding lights are 
turned on 

Horn Checks that horn work. 

Heater/defroster Demonstrates and describes how the heater’s and defroster’s 
work. 

Other gauges Water temperature less than 220, fuel gauge above half tank, 
Strobe light is on, Sun visor present, Speedometer/Odometer/
Tachometer are present and working properly.  Check vandal 
lock . 
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Air Brake Test Step 1.  With the air pressure built up to governor cutoff 
(approximately 120-140 psi), driver shuts off the engine, chocks 
the wheels if necessary, releases the parking brake (all vehicles), 
and the tractor protection valve (combination vehicle) and fully 
applies the foot brake and hold’s for 1 min. no more than 3 
pounds. 

Step 2.  Without re-starting the engine, driver turns the key to 
the “on” or “battery charge” position.  Next, s/he begins fanning 
off the air pressure by rapidly applying and releasing the food 
brake.  Low-air warning devices (buzzer, light, flag) should    
activate before air pressure drops below 60 psi or level specified 
by manufacturer.   

Step 3.  Driver continues to fan off the air pressure at approxi-
mately 40 psi. 

Hydraulic Brake Check Pumps the brake pedal three times, and then holds it down for 
five seconds.  The brake pedal should not move (depress) during 
the five seconds.  If equipped with a hydraulic brake reserve 
(backup) system, with the key off, depresses the brake pedal and 
listens for the sound of the reserve system electric motor. 

Service Brake Check Driver pulls forward at 5 mph, applies service brake to check 
that brakes are working properly and to see if the vehicle pulls 
to one side or the other. 

Light Check Ask the tester to help check your front and rear lights. 


